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With the development of Multiple-Input Multiple-Output technologies, researches on radio vortex wave with orbital angular
momentum have become active. At the same time, generators of miniaturized planar antennas have become very interesting.
Considering multilayer package, we proposed a uniform circle array consisting of four double-layer patch antennaswithmicrostrip
backfeeds. The antenna can generate three modes of vortex waves, which works at frequency 7.6GHz with a bandwidth 8.5%.
Compared with orbital angular momentum antennas of phased uniform circular array with other cells, this proposed structure
can be easily integrated with planar feeding networks and decoupling networks.

1. Introduction

Vortex waves and Multiple-Input Multiple-Output (MIMO)
systems are two different topics. MIMO and massive MIMO
are keys of the 5G communication systems and have been
widely discussed over the past decades. Compared toMIMO,
vortex waves with orbital angular momentum (OAM) in the
light spectrum have been relatively old, and the researches on
them in the radio spectrum are newly active. Some specified
MIMO systems and radio vortex waves result in the same
Eigen-mode [1]. Among all MIMO systems, we believe that
radio vortex wave generators have the following advantages.
The first is on the beam. Its beam is a Bessel beam with an
angular helical orthogonal spiral [2]. The second is on the
modulation. Its modulated generation signals of vortex waves
are based on Fourier transform, including those in uniform
circle arrays (UCA) [3, 4], circle wave-guides [5], reflective-
based generators, and lens-based generators. The third is on
the imaging. Its OAM-based imaging method has a higher
angular resolution.

We have investigated the recently works on radio OAM.
The OAM modes of radio vortex waves from UCA were
researched from a theoretical aspect [6], where factors
affecting the mode distribution were analyzed. Later, gener-
ators carrying plane spiral orbital angular momentum (PS-
OAM) were proposed to realize the beam control of OAM

and to evolve on the shape of UCA [7]. Four-dimensional
antenna arrays were designed to broaden the prospect of
OAM waves [8], which realized multiple orbital angular
momentummodes. Combined with metasurface, dual-mode
dual-polarization OAM based on transmissive metasurface
was designed [9]. The mode multiplexing of OAM in MIMO
systems is also studied [10]. From the investigation, we find
that the generation of radio vortex waves with OAM has the
following difficulties: how to reduce the size of generators,
how to alleviate mutual-coupling among elements, how to
enhance bandwidths and scopes, and how to make packages
with low profiles.

This paper focuses on the vortex wave generator with
low profiles and investigates the mutual-coupling effects by
modifying the radius of arrays. Wewill propose a three-mode
vortex wave generator with double-layer patch antennas.
The proposed method facilitates the package of the OAM
antenna, promotes the integration with decoupling networks,
and advances the designs of feeding networks on different
layers.

2. Antenna Designing

2.1. Basic Formulas of UCA. As in [11], the electric field with
orbital angular momentum has the following terms:

→𝐸
𝛼

OAM (
→𝑟 ) = →𝐸 (𝑧, 𝜌) 𝑒𝑗𝛼𝜙 (1)
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Figure 1: Schematic diagram of the cell antenna.

where →𝐸(𝑧, 𝜌) denotes the Bessel beam, 𝛼 denotes the
topological index, and (𝑧, 𝜌, 𝜙) denotes the coordinate in the
cylinder system. By an N-element phased array with a DFT-
based modulation, →𝐸(𝑧, 𝜌) can be determined in the UCA.
The theories of the UCA consisting of point sources have
been built, but the designs of the UCA consisting of planar
antennas should be investigated carefully. Considering no
mutual-coupling effects among elements, we can obtain the
left term in (1) as follows:

→𝐸
𝛼,𝑁

OAM (
→𝑟 ) = →𝐸Cell (

→𝑟 ) 𝐹𝛼,𝑁OAM (
→𝑟 ) (2)

where

𝐹𝛼,𝑁OAM (
→𝑟 ) =

𝑁

∑
𝑛=1

1

→𝑟 − →𝑟 𝑛

𝑒−𝑗𝑘|
→𝑟 −→𝑟

𝑛
|𝑒𝑗𝛼𝜙𝑛

→𝑟 𝑛 = (𝑎 sin 𝜙𝑛, 𝑎 cos 𝜙𝑛, 0)

𝜙𝑛 =
2𝜋𝑛
𝑁
, 𝑛 = 1, 2, . . . , 𝑁

(3)

and →𝐸Cell denotes the primary pattern of patch, where 𝑎
denotes the radius of the circle array.

2.2. Multilayer Patch OAM. Although vortex waves are
mainly determined by the array factor, the qualities of vortex
waves are affected by primary pattern and mutual-coupling
effects. In order to design a generator which can be easily
packaged and has great isolations, we select a double-layer
patch antenna [10] as elements.

The antenna is a double-layer patch antenna as shown
in Figure 1. It consists of two substrate layers with ground
in the middle. The configuration and parameters are shown
in Figure 1 and Table 1. The top layer supports a rectangle
radiation patch as shown in Figure 1(a) and the bottom layer
supports the microstrip feed line as shown in Figure 1(b). A
via goes from the feed line to the radiation patch through the

Table 1: Parameters of the generator (unit: mm).

parameters value parameters value
𝑊 12.2 d1 5
𝐿 13 d2 26
W0 1.5 h1 3
L0 30.1 h2 5
W1 46 h3 0.5
L1 46.4 D1 2
L2 66.4 D2 0.8

layers and the ground as shown inFigure 1(c), which incidents
the radiation magnetic slots.

The proposed vortex wave generator is shown in Figure 2.
Its four radiation patches are arranged in Figure 2(a), and
their feeding strips are arranged in Figure 2(b). Parameters
are shown in Table 1. Compared with the reported patch
OAM-antennas, the radiation areas of them are not reduced.
As the OAM antenna designed in [11], most types of the
patchOAM-antennas haveCPW feedings, where the effective
radiation areas of the patch are reduced. In the proposed
antenna, chips are powered by probes which are converted
into microstrip feed at the bottom layer. Another advantage
is that the impedance matching is convenient. At the same
time, the ground plane is the middle slice of the sandwich
structure. This can make the proposed structure packaged
with low profiles and canmake decoupling networks attached
conveniently [12].

3. Simulation and Performance

In the previous section, we introduced the schematic of
the proposed double-layer generator. In this section, we
discussed its performances. These discusses are focused on
the mutual-coupling effects for different radius of UCA.

First, we investigated the performance of the single
antenna. As before, the length is 13mm, the width is 12.2mm,
the thickness of the top layer is 3mm, and the thickness of the
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Figure 2:The configuration of the generator.
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Figure 3: Return loss of the cell antenna.

bottom layer is 0.5mm. The substrates of different layers are
the same, whose permittivity is 𝜀𝑟 = 2.2. The performances
are shown in Figure 3. Figure 3 is on the return loss of a single
antenna, which suggests that the antenna works at 7.6GHz
with its bandwidth below -10dB which is 8.2%.

Second, we discussed the performance of the UCA. Since
the goal is to obtain a generator of small size, we attempted
to find the optimized radius. Take the distance between the
elements of 26mm while the radius of the entire circular
array is 18.3mm, about 0.46 𝜆0. The array has ports where
four signals with different phase-delays are attached. Results
are shown in Figures 4–6. Figure 4 shows the augments and
phases of vortex waves with different topological index of
modal -1, modal 0, and modal 1. It suggests that three-mode
vortex waves can be obtained. Figure 5 shows the return loss
and inserting loss for the OAMgenerator, which suggests that
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Figure 4: Augments and phases of vortex waves with different
topological index of modal-1, modal 0, and modal 1 (a=18.3mm).
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Figure 5: Return loss and inserting loss for the OAM generator
(a=18.3mm, 0.46𝜆0).

the bandwidth of return loss below -10dB is 8.5% and the level
of the mutual-coupling is lower than -20dB.

We tried to reduce the radius of theOAMgenerator to test
the limits of the array. Since the radius was less than 14.8mm,
the S parameters were obviously changed. The distance was
reduced by 14.8mm and the antenna was made simulations.
Results are shown in Table 2 and Figures 6–9. Figure 6 shows
simulated patterns of generator with different radiuses of
array; some details of patterns are discussed in Table 2.When
the radius becomes smaller, the gain is reduced while the
main lobe direction changes and the angular width with 3 dB
becomes larger. Since the transmission distance of the OAM
wave is determined by the main lobe direction of the vortex
beam offsets, it indicates that the radius of the circular array
should be large enough to increase the transmission distance
of the wave. Figure 7 shows the return loss and inserting
loss for the OAM generator. It suggests that the bandwidth
of return loss below -10dB is 3.5% and the level of mutual-
coupling is about -17dB. Figure 8 shows the surface current
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(a) a=18.3mm; mode 0
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(b) a=18.3mm; mode 1, -1
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(c) a=14.8mm; mode 0
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(d) a=14.8mm; mode 1, -1

Figure 6: Simulated patterns of generator with different radiuses of array.
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Figure 7: Return loss and inserting loss for the OAM generator (a=
14.8mm).

of the generator of different radiuses. As can be seen in this
picture, when the radius is 18.3mm, different patches are
well isolated at frequency 7.6GHz. When the radius falls to
14.8mm, currents on different patches begin to interact. At
the same time, the current intensity becomes lower. Figure 9
shows that three-mode vortex waves are still obtained when
the radius is 14.8mm. However, the dark area of the vortex
becomes smaller. So from the perspective of the vortex,

Table 2: Parameters of patterns.

Items Performances
a=18.3mm a=14.8mm

Gain 7.2dBi 6.0dBi
Main lobe direction 32deg 37deg
Angular with 3dB 40.8deg 46.6deg
Side lobe level -15.7dB -12.7dB
Total efficiency 98.8% 99.2%

the radius tries to be small. But if the radius is too small,
decoupling is needed.

Investigatingmultiple parameters, we confirm the current
optimal array radius. First, the radius cannot be too large.
The large radius can bring with side-lobes and low radiation
efficiency as in Table 2. In some cases, the small radius
is appropriate. Second, the distance between the antenna
elements cannot be too small. As shown in Table 2 and
Figures 7 and 8, if the radius is too small, the level mutual-
coupling between array elements will be severe. At the same
time, the bandwidth and the gain will be weak. According to
the above, we choose 18.3mm as a relatively suitable radius.

At this point, the size of the circular array is much
smaller than that of similar UCA [9]. It also has a higher
bandwidth and lower mutual-coupling than antennas of the
same resonant frequency.

Figures 10 and 11 show the manufactured OAM antenna
andmeasured results, respectively. Because of the consistency
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Figure 8: Surface current of the generator with different radiuses (unit: A/m(log)).
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Figure 9: Augments and phases of vortex waves with different
topological index of modal-1, modal 0, and modal 1(a=14.8mm).

of each port, we have selected four typical S-parameter
curves.The reflection coefficient of elements and the mutual-
coupling coefficients between them can be seen from Fig-
ure 11. The simulated bandwidth and measured bandwidth
agree with each other well, and the measured bandwidth
is slightly shifted towards the lower frequency. Meanwhile,
elements are well isolated with each other. The difference
between simulated results and measured results may come
from the permittivity of substrate and the effect of manual
assembly. Figure 12 shows the simulated and measured
radiation patterns of this generator. As shown in the plots,
simulated andmeasured radiation patterns show a reasonable
agreement with each other.

According to the above discussions, we found that the
proposed method can be used to build a three-mode gen-
erator of vortex waves, and its performances are mainly
determined by the radius of the array. For reduced array, the
vortex waves can be generated in a reduced scope, and its
return losses and insert losses deteriorate.

Figure 10: Antenna prototype and testing environment.

4. Conclusion

In this paper, we have proposed a three-mode vortex wave
generator of 4-element double-layer planar antenna array.
The generator is designed at frequency 7.6GHz. Although
the vortex waves would be obtained for different array sizes,
their bandwidths and gains are different. With the increase of
array radius from 14.8mm to 18.3mm, the bandwidth of the
return loss below -10dB changes from 3.5% to 8.6%, and the
gain of generator changes from 6.0dBi to 7.2dBi.The double-
layer circular array is of low profile, and its thickness is
8.5mm. Contributed to the planar antennas and their planar
feedings, the generator can be packaged into an integrated
OAM generator. For sandwich structure with ground in the
middle slice, the proposed structure can be integrated with
decoupling networks for a reduced size.
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Figure 12: Simulated and measured patterns.
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